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1 Introduction 

The Internet harbours a vast amount of information that does not cease to grow 
exponentially. To avoid arriving to a situation of collapse, the actual model of 
Web needs to incorporate tools capable to handle and manage efficiently this huge 
quantity of resources. The solutions that exist nowadays are shown little efficient 
since they oblige users to lose great part of their time in deciding which docu-
ments are relevant and which not. Therefore it is becoming necessary to develop 
systems for searching and mining the Web that permit to improve the access to the 
information in an efficient way. At this moment, some of the more recurrent tech-
nologies to face this problem deal with the development of intelligent software 
agents [14, 27],  the application of techniques of information filtering [37], and the 
development of the Semantic Web project [3, 4, 5].  

Software agents applied to a Web-based environment are organized in distri-
buted architectures [7, 13, 14, 26, 29] to mainly perform tasks of intermediation 
between users and the Web, e.g. assisting users in the information retrieval pro-
cess [7, 14, 26, 39]. These agents are entities capable to act in an autonomous way, 
processing and exchanging results with other agents [20], but need to have certain 
amount of knowledge about the system and the user to be able to develop these 
tasks. Having an extensive knowledge base about the user implies that the agent 
has access to an exhaustive and “first hand” information, but the user has to pay an 
expensive cost, being exposed to continuous consultations to maintain his/her in-
formation updated. An alternative solution is to provide the agent with a smaller 
knowledge base but supported on web ontologies [19, 20], forcing this way the 
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agent to adopt an active stance and seek information about the user and the tasks 
that carries out in his/her interaction with the system. Agents are able to use dif-
ferent methods to get this information, e.g. by direct observation and imitation of 
users’ behaviour (search strategies used, links visited during a session, etc.) or tak-
ing advantage of users’ feedback [27]. 

Nevertheless the main problem of using agents is to find a flexible and agile 
communication protocol for exchanging information among agents, and between 
users and agents because of the great variety of forms the information is repre-
sented in the Web. A possible option that permits to reduce these agent-agent and 
user-agent communication problems is to apply fuzzy linguistic techniques that al-
low operating with the information by means of the use of linguistic labels [40]. 
The application of this flexible system of representation enables us to handle in-
formation with several degrees of truth, solving the problem of quantifying quali-
tative concepts. Some examples of the use of fuzzy linguistic tools in the design of 
multi-agent systems can be found in [10, 11, 22, 25]. 

On the other hand, information filtering techniques ease users the task of sort-
ing out relevant documents from those that are not, thanks to the prior selection 
the system carries out of the resources that better fit users’ needs, requirements 
and preferences. These needs, requirements and preferences are mostly defined in 
a normalized way in the form of user profiles [6]. The efficacy of these user pro-
files depends on the up-to-dateness of the information contained, so there should 
exist a mechanism capable to dynamically bring up to date this information and to 
reflect in “real time” the variations on users’ behaviour in their interaction with 
the system. In [25] we proposed a fuzzy linguistic multi-agent system based on 
collaborative filtering tools but no characterization of user’s preferences was used. 
As it is known, the problem is that the performance of these tools tend to fail when 
little is known about users. Therefore, the use of the user profiles could contribute 
to improve its activity. 

Another possibility to improve the activity of a multi-agent system could be the 
use of some of the technologies of the Semantic Web project [3, 4, 5]. These tech-
nologies can be exploited to develop ontology-based infrastructures where agents 
can operate at semantic level with resources described using languages as XML 
(eXtensible Mark-up Language) or RDF (Resource Description Framework) [12, 
30, 34, 35, 38] in a manner both interpretable by humans and machines. This 
common syntactic framework allows us to define an unique communication vo-
cabulary among agents that could also be used to characterize the knowledge base 
of the system and even the semantics of resources or user profiles. In [41], for ex-
ample, the use of the ontological language OWL (Ontology Web Language) as 
content language to exchange messages allows to enlarge the interoperability 
among agents (as a result of using a common convention for representing know-
ledge) and also to endow them with greater capacities for inference reasoning over 
resources. 

The aim of this paper is to present a new model of fuzzy linguistic multi-agent 
system that involves the use of the Semantic Web technologies and user profiles 
dynamically updated to overcome the problems of the system presented in [25]. 
The Semantic Web technologies are used to endow the agents with a common 
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communication language, to develop the ontologies of the system and to charac-
terize resources and user profiles in a standardized way using RDF. We propose a 
method to automatically update the user profiles in function of the appraisals users 
provide about system’s output. This updating method is designed using linguistic 
matching functions [23]. As in [25], the system activity presents two phases, re-
trieval and feedback. In this paper we focus on the latter. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the methodological tools 
employed in this research: the fuzzy linguistic tools, the filtering tools, and the 
Semantic Web technologies. Section 3 presents the new multi-agent model. Fi-
nally, some concluding remarks are pointed out in section 4. 

2 Methodological tools 

In this section, we present the tools that we apply to design our fuzzy linguistic 
multi-agent model. 

2.1 Fuzzy linguistic tools 

In the situations in which the information cannot be evaluated of quantitative 
form, but qualitative, it is necessary to apply a linguistic method. For example, 
when we try to qualify a phenomenon related to human perception, we use words 
in natural language instead of numerical values. 

The fuzzy linguistic approach [40] and in particular, the ordinal  fuzzy linguistic 
approach [21, 23, 24] are approximate techniques appropriate to deal with  quali-
tative aspects  of problems. An ordinal fuzzy linguistic approach is defined by 
considering a finite and totally ordered label set in the usual sense 

 
 
 
and with odd cardinality (7 or 9 labels). The mid term representing an assessment 
of "approximately” 0.5 and the rest of the terms being placed symmetrically 
around it. The semantics of the linguistic term set is established from the ordered 
structure of the term set by considering that each linguistic term for the pair (si, sT-

i) is equally informative. For each label si is given a fuzzy number defined on the 
[0,1] interval, which is described by a linear trapezoidal membership function rep-
resented by the 4-tuple (ai, bi, αi, βi) (the first two parameters indicate the interval 
in which the membership value is 1.0; the third and fourth parameters indicate the 
left and right widths of the distribution). Furthermore, we require the following 
properties: 
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Additionally, we need aggregation operators to combine the linguistic informa-

tion. In [22] is defined a useful operator, the Linguistic Ordered Weighted Averag-
ing (LOWA) operator, which has been satisfactorily applied in different fields [21, 
24, 25].  

2.2 Filtering techniques 

Information filtering techniques deal with a variety of processes involving the de-
livery of information to people who need it. Operating in textual domains, filtering 
systems or recommender systems evaluate and filter the resources available on the 
Web (usually, stored in HTML or XML documents) to assist people in their search 
processes [32], in most cases through the use of filtering agents [33]. Tradition-
ally, these systems have fallen into two main categories [31]. Content-based filter-
ing systems filter and recommend the information by matching user query terms 
with the index terms used in the representation of documents, ignoring data from 
other users. These recommender systems tend to fail when little is known about 
user information needs, e.g. as happens when the query language has short expres-
sive capabilities. A possible solution to this problem is using user profiles as a tool 
for characterising users through explicit and implicit inputs that define both per-
sonal and professional information. In fact the integration of user profiles in the 
filtering process renders a powerful tool that allows fast and efficient filtering 
[37]. On the other hand, collaborative filtering systems use the information pro-
vided by many users to filter and recommend documents to a given user, ignoring 
the representation of documents. It’s very usual to group the users in specific cate-
gories or stereotypes that are characterized by a set of default preferences and 
rules that represent the information needs and common search habits of a group of 
related users. These recommender systems tend to fail when little is known about 
a user, or when he/she has uncommon interests [31]. Several researchers are ex-
ploring hybrid content-based and collaborative recommender systems to smooth 
out the disadvantages of each one of them [1, 9, 15, 31, 37]. 

2.3 Semantic Web technologies 

The Semantic Web is an extension of the present Web, in which the information is 
gifted of a well defined meaning, permitting a better cooperation between humans 
and machines [3, 4, 5]. It is based on two main ideas: the “semantic” mark up of 
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resources and the development of “intelligent” software agents capable to under-
stand and to operate with these resources at semantic level [3,19]. 

The semantic backbone of the model is RDF/XML [2], a language that provides 
the necessary infrastructure to codify, exchange and reuse structured metadata in 
order to make them directly interpretable by machines. RDF/XML structures the 
information in assertions (resource-property-value triples), and uniquely identifies 
resources by means of URI’s (Universal Resource Identifier), allowing intelligent 
software agents the knowledge extraction from and inference reasoning over re-
sources (such as documents, user profiles or even queries) using ontologies. 

Ontologies are defined in the Semantic Web context as a collection of relevant 
concepts of the knowledge shared by the members of a specific domain, the rela-
tions these concepts establish between them, and the axioms defined upon these 
concepts and relations [8, 16, 17]. Several ontology languages can be used for the 
design of web-based ontologies like OWL [28], a language with a great expressive 
capacity that allow us, for example, to define ontologies maintaining the 
RDF/XML syntactic convention or even to use it as common vocabulary for ex-
changing messages among agents. 

3 The fuzzy linguistic multi-agent model based on 
Semantic Web and user profiles 

In [25] we defined a model of a fuzzy linguistic multi-agent system to gather in-
formation on the Web that presents a hierarchical architecture composed of seven 
action levels: internet users, interface agent, collaborative filtering agent, task 
agent, content-based filtering agent, information agents and information sources. 
The main novelty of this model is the introduction of collaborative filtering agents 
in its architecture in order to increase its information filtering capabilities on the 
Web. Then, it develops its activity in two phases: 
• Retrieval phase: This first phase coincides with the information gathering pro-

cess developed by the multi-agent model itself, i.e., this phase begins when a 
user specifies his/her query and finishes when he/she chooses his/her desired 
documents among the relevant documents retrieved and provided by the sy-
stem. 

• Feedback phase: This second phase coincides with the updating process of col-
laborative recommendations on desired documents existing in a collaborative 
recommender system, i.e., this phase begins when the  interface agent informs 
the documents chosen by the user to the collaborative filtering agent and finis-
hes when the recommender system recalculates and updates the recommendati-
ons of the desired documents. 

The main drawback of this model is that it does not utilize user profiles to char-
acterize the user preferences and this limits its performance possibilities. 

To overcome the limitations of the model presented in [25] we define a new 
and enhanced model of fuzzy linguistic multi-agent system that improves informa-
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tion retrieval by means of the application Semantic Web technologies to set a base 
for the operation of software agents and user profiles to enrich the filtering ac-
tivity.  

This model presents a hierarchical structure with six action levels (internet 
users, interface agent, filtering agent, task agent, information access,  and infor-
mation bases), also two main activity phases, and a set of agents (interface agent, 
filtering agent, task agent, profile agent, recommendation agent, information 
agents) that work depending on the phase activity (see Fig. 1): 

 
Fig. 1. Model architecture: Levels of action and processes 

• Semantic Retrieval Phase: This phase is similar to that developed by the mo-
del presented in [25], therefore, it coincides with the information gathering pro-
cess developed by the multi-agent model itself.  The main novelty of this phase 
is that the query language used is not a Boolean one, as in [25], but a semantic 
query language. The semantic information retrieval differs from the traditional 
information retrieval in the use of semantic query languages [18, 36], capable 
of comparing both literal and semantics structures.  In such a way it is possible 
to obtain more accurate and contextualized answers to queries. The entities that 
participate in this phase are the following: internet users (level 1), interface 
agent (level 2), filtering agent (level 3), task agent (level 4), information agent 
as entity of information access (level 5), and information sources as the infor-
mation bases that store the documents (level 6). 

• Feedback Phase: This phase coincides with the updating process of  both user 
profiles and collaborative recommendations on desired documents. Therefore, 
it involves two processes: “profile updating” process and “recommendation” 
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process. Both processes need users’ appraisals. In the first, they’re given to as-
sess the quality of the global answer provided by the system and, in the second 
one, to assess the retrieved documents. The “profile updating process” consists 
on the dynamic updating of the user profiles on the basis of the satisfaction de-
gree the user expresses regard to the global results provided by the multi-agent 
system. In this process the entities that  participate are the following:  internet 
users (level 1), interface agent (level 2), profile agent as entity of information 
access (level 5), and the user profiles repository as information bases that store 
users’ preferences (level 6).The “recommendation” process is similar to that de-
fined in [25], therefore, it allows the user to express his/her opinions about any 
retrieved documents and using them the system can recalculate and update the 
stored recommendations about the desired documents. In this process the enti-
ties that participate are the following: internet users (level 1), interface agent 
(level 2), recommendation agent as entity of information access (level 5), and 
the recommendation files repository as information bases (level 6).  
 
In the following subsection we analyze in detail the two action processes of the 

feedback phase. 

3.1 Feedback phase: User profile updating process 

Before to explain this process we have to clarify the inputs. This process works on 
three inputs: 

1.  Semantic Query File (SQF): This file is generated when the user formulates 
its requirements through the interface agent. This agent stores the user’s IDj, 
the search parameters (spj) that define his/her “semantic” query and a set of 
preferences {p1

j, p2
j, ..., pm

j} on a file in RDF format we call Semantic Query 
File (SQF). These preferences for the user j are {p1

j , p2
j , …, pk

j}, where 0 
 k  m ,being m the number of properties used to define a user profile 

and pi 
j∈ Fi , being Fi  the expression domain associated to the property i. For 

example, the user could provide his/her preferences about any of these four 
categories (m=4) of basic preferences: 
- Document Type: This preference defines the type of document the user 

prefers to retrieve among the ones the system provides. For example, in 
this case F1={SciArticle, Proceedings, BookChapter, all}. 

- Search Context: It consists of general topic categories that represent the 
main areas of the system domain. For example, if the domain of work of 
our system is “information systems” we could define F2={decision sup-
port systems, information retrieval systems, geographical information sy-
stems, data mining, knowledge representation. all}.   

- Search aim: It defines those tasks the user is going to carry out with the 
information to be retrieved. Depending on the nature of these tasks the sy-
stem is able to decide which resources should be retrieved and which 
should not. In this case we could define different task categories such as 
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F3={research, teaching_bachelor, teaching_master, teaching_doctorate, 
studies_bachelor, studies_master, studies_doctorate, all}. 

- Date: It refers to the updating or publication date of the resources to be 
retrieved. A set of different time intervals are defined to cover a wide 
range of values that vary from few months to several years (for exhausti-
ve searches). For example, F4={3months, 6months, 1year, 3years, 5years, 
10years}. 

Then, in this case, an user could provide from none (k=0) up to four (k=4) 
possible values of preference. Usually he/her will give us just one or two, being 
the other values taken from his/her stored profile. 

An example of a SQF is shown in Fig. 2. 
 
 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso‐8859‐1"?> 
<rdf:RDF  
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22‐rdf‐syntax‐ns#"  
xmlns="http://www.ugr.es/~kishimaru/sqf#" 
xml:base="http://www.ugr.es/~kishimaru/sqf"> 
<Query rdf:ID="query384"> 
  <user_ID>user‐022005</user_ID> 
  <appraisal></appraisal> 
  <preferences_e> 
    <preferences rdf:ID=”pref_384”>      
      <docType>SciArticle</docType> 
      <context>User_Modeling</context> 
      <aim>Research_Article</aim> 
      <date>3months</date> 
      <value>NULL</value> 
    </preferences>   
  </preferences_e> 
  <search_parameters_e> 
   .... 
  </search_parameters_e> 
</Query> 

</rdf:RDF> 
 

Fig. 1. Semantic Query File (SQF) 

2.  User profiles:  We assume a repository that stores the user profiles in the 
system. Each user profile is determined by the user’s identity and characteri-
zed by the particular values that each user has assigned in the categories of 
basic preferences. Each possible preference of the user profile has associated 
a linguistic frequency property (tagged as <freq>) representing how often a 
specific value has been used in satisfactory search processes. Thus, if Fi ={d 
1i, d 2i, ..., d ti} then we define f ji = {f j 1i, f j 2i, ..., f j ti} as the set of frequency 
values associated with each possible value l∈{1,..., t} of the property i in the 
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profile of the user j. The range of possible values for the frequencies is defi-
ned in a set of seven linguistic labels, S = {always, almostAlways, mostTi-
mes, sometimes, aFewTimes, almostNever, never}, i.e., f j li ∈S.  The follo-
wing example (Fig. 3) shows how can be represented the frequency of use of 
a specific preference in a user profile. 

 
... 
<DocType rdf:ID="docType‐pr001"> 
   <type1_e> 
      <Type1 rdf:ID="type1‐pr001"> 
         <type>SciArticle</type> 
         <freq>AlmostAlways</freq> 
      </Type1> 
   </type1_e> 
   <type2_e> 
      <Type2 rdf:ID="type2‐pr001"> 
         <type>Proceedings</type> 
         <freq>AlmostNever</freq> 
      </Type2> 
   </type2_e> 
... 
</DocType> 
... 

 

Fig. 2. Representation of preferences in a user profile 

3. Global satisfaction degree: This input is a key element in the profiles upda-
ting process, allowing the elicitation of users’ tacit preferences. Once the 
user has checked out the resources retrieved by the system, he/she is requi-
red to assess the results providing a linguistic satisfaction degree ej, that give 
us an approximate idea of the “kindness” of the preference values selected to 
define a query. In such a way, the system will be able to select (when nee-
ded) those preference values that have provided more satisfying answers to a 
user, instead of those values that have been more often selected. This global 
satisfaction degree can be defined using a set of seven linguistic labels S’= 
{Total, veryHigh, high, medium, low, veryLow, Null}, i.e., ej ∈S’. 

 
Assuming the above inputs the profile updating process is developed in the fol-

lowing steps: 
 
• Step 1: Once the user has checked the set of resources retrieved (D’h, R’h), the 

interface agent asks the user to express his/her satisfaction degree (ej∈S’) with 
respect to the overall performance of the system, and it is stored in the semantic 
query file SQF.  

• Step 2: The file SQF is transferred from the interface agent to the profile agent. 
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• Step 3: The profile agent carries out the updating of the linguistic frequency of 
use { f j 

1i, f j 
2i, ..., f j 

ti } of each preference i defined in the user profile. To do 
that, we propose to use some type of matching function similar to the matching 
functions defined in the information retrieval systems to model the weighted 
queries. In particular, we use linguistic matching functions  to model threshold 
weights in weighted user queries [23]. Assuming the linguistic satisfaction de-
gree ej∈S’ expressed by a user, if the property i is used by the user with a value 
l, then its respective associated frequency f jl i∈S is updated by means of the fol-
lowing linguistic matching function g: S’xS→S: 

 

 

 
 
 
 

such that, (i) sa= f j
li; (ii) sb=ej; and iii) β is a bonus value that rewards/penalizes 

the frequencies of the preferences of the user profile, which can be defined de-
pending on the closeness between f j

li and ej for example, β=round(2|b-a|/T).We 
should point out that this function is a non-decreasing matching function as the 
traditional threshold matching functions. 

3.2 Feedback phase: Recommendation process 

This process needs two basic inputs: 
 

1. Recommendation Files: We assume the system has access to a repository of 
recommendation files (RF). On each document accessed in some moment of 
its history in the system there exists an associated recommendation file in 
RDF format (see Fig. 4) where is contained information about all the apprai-
sals made by users that have read it formerly. This document-RF relation 
must be defined in the proper ontology to allow agents operating with both 
resources (this will allow, for example, showing users a list of titles of do-
cuments together with their respective recommendation values even though 
these data are located in different files). In a RF appears the ID of the docu-
ment it belongs to, the current recommendation value and a set of log items 
containing previous appraisals about that document. Each log item is defined 
by an user’s ID, his/her corresponding appraisal and the search context used 
in the query formulated by the user to retrieve that document (see “Search 
Context preference” in section 3.1). This representation enables the adoption 
of different recommendation policies, allowing us, for example, to recalcula-
te recommendation values based on the opinion of all the users, or  just of 
some of them (e.g., using the appraisals given by those users who looked for 
information by the same topic). The decision to make a separate file defining 
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the recommendations is justified by the dynamic nature of the recommenda-
tions. In such a way, we can modify the RF as many times as we like leaving 
untouched the representation of its associated document. 

 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO‐8859‐1"?> 
<rdf:RDF  
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22‐rdf‐syntax‐ns#" 
xmlns="http://perso.wanadoo.es/kishimaru/recomFiles#" 
xml:base="http://perso.wanadoo.es/kishimaru/recomFiles" 
> 
   <RecomFile rdf:ID="recomf001"> 
     <doc_ref>doc‐pr008</doc_ref> 
  <recom_value>High</recom_value> 
  <recom_history> 
       <R_history rdf:ID="histf001"> 
         <item> 
       <RecomItem rdf:ID="form01‐pr001"> 
      <appraissal>VeryHigh</appraissal> 
      <topic>Data mining</topic> 
      <user_ID>user‐pr022005</user_ID> 
    </RecomItem> 
       </item> 
         .... 
     </R_history> 
     </recom_history> 
   </RecomFile> 
</rdf:RDF> 
 

Fig. 3. Representation of a Recommendation File (RF) 

− Recommendation value: When a user checks out a document the systems asks 
him/her to recommend it to the rest of users of the system according to his/her 
opinion about the resource. In this way, each single person can help other users 
in the system to decide which resources are worthy to be read. In other words, 
the system enables its users to take advantage of the experience and knowledge 
of each others. The recommendation value (tj) provided by user j can be defined 
using a set of five linguistic labels S’’=  {veryHigh, high, medium, low, very-
Low}, i.e. tj∈S’’. 

 
Then, the recommendation process is carried out in three steps: 

 
• Step 1: Any document D’j∈ (D’h, R’h, T’h) has an associated relevance degree 

R’j , and an associated set of “historical” recommendations T’j = { t’1j , t’2j, …, 
t’mj}, being m any positive integer. When the user checks out the document D’j  
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is asked by the interface agent to appraise its global quality using a linguistic 
label tj∈S’’.  

• Step 2: This appraisal is added to the RF associated to D’i (RFD’i) together with 
the “Search Context” preference value and the user’s ID (stored in the SQF 
generates in the current search session), thus generating a new log item in the 
set of “historical” recommendation values. 
In such a  
 
In such a way, in a later search process the recommendation agent could pro-

ceed to dynamically recalculate the recommendation value of the document by 
means of an aggregation function, such as the LOWA operator [21, 22], that could 
combine the  whole set of historical recommendation values (or just some of these 
log items if we want to obtain user-based or topic-based recommendation values) 
to calculate a new recommendation value (t’’j), that would be stored in the <re-
com_value> tag of the RFD’j , thus replacing the old t’j. 

4 Example 

John Quest, a researcher member of RECSEM (an academic institution special-
ized in the study of “information systems”), has to write a paper about “semantic 
information systems” for a prestigious scientific journal. John decides to search in 
RECSEM’s document repositories for recent resources about this topic to build a 
solid knowledge background for his work. He proceeds to log into RECSEM’s site 
and reaches the search interface page. Then, he writes a pair of keywords (“infor-
mation systems” and “ontologies”) in the search box, and explicitly specifies that 
these keywords must be searched in the abstract of each document. After that, to 
scope the search, John selects “knowledge representation” as preferred search 
context, “research” as search aim and “3months” as preferred date of publication, 
but doesn’t specify any value for the “Document type” preference. The system 
checks his profile and works out that the most satisfying value for the “Document 
type” preference is “Scientific Article”. With this information the different agents 
retrieve and filter those documents that better fit to John’s requirements. 

The resulting set of ranked documents is displayed on John’s laptop screen and 
looks like this: 

Table 1. Query answer sample 

Dj
h Rj

h Tj
h 

http://www.ugr.es/~Arep/N0021 0.95 high 

http://www.ugr.es/~Arep/L57641 0.93 NULL 

http://www.ugr.es/~Erep/P70435 0.87 medium 
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Each document appears with an associated relevance degree and a recommen-
dation value. This extra information eases John’s task of deciding which resources 
can be more useful for him. In this case he decides to choose the first document of 
the list (D1) because it has both good relevance degree and recommendation value. 
After casting an evaluative glance over the resource, and before John can check 
another document, the system asks him if he wants to appraise the resource (thus 
helping other users in future search processes). John decides to cooperate and as-
sess this document selecting the linguistic label t’ = “very high”. This appraisal, 
together with his user ID and the “Search context” preference value (“knowledge 
representation”) are added as a new “historical” recommendation item in the RF 
associated to D1, ready to be used in later search processes. 

Now, and before John can leave the system, the interface agent asks him to ex-
press his opinion with respect to the global answer provided to his query. John, 
evaluating the quality of the resources he has checked out, considers that, in gen-
eral, the results have been highly satisfactory, so he decides to select the linguistic 
label ej=“high” (where ej ∈ S’= {Total, veryHigh, high, medium, low, veryLow, 
Null}). Then, the system proceeds to update John’s profile rewarding the frequen-
cies of the preference values used in this query. For example, let’s focus on the 
“Search context” preference. The expression domain for this preference is F2= 
{decision support systems, information retrieval systems, geographical informa-
tion systems, data mining, knowledge representation, all}, and its associated fre-
quency in John’s profile is  f j 

52 =“fewTimes” (where f j 
li ∈ S={always, al-

mostAlways, mostTimes, sometimes, aFewTimes,  almostNever, never}) . Taking 
into account that sa  sb , the values of the indexes a and b are 2 and 4 respec-
tively, and T=6, we have that β=1. So, the new frequency for this preference value 
is (f j 52)’ = g (high, fewTimes) = “sometimes”. 

After the search process, John logs out of the system with the feeling that he 
has saved a lot of time, and with the certainty that he has obtained relevant and 
useful resources for his purposes. 

5 Concluding remarks 

In this paper, we have described the architecture and elements of a fuzzy linguistic 
multi-agent system specially designed to perform information retrieval and filter-
ing tasks in domain dependant environments.  

The key aspect of the system is the joint application of Semantic Web tech-
nologies and the use of user profiles. Semantic Web technologies provide the sys-
tem with the necessary semantic infrastructure to improve inference and com-
munication capacities of agents and with means to represent the information 
(resources and user profiles) in a common vocabulary both human and machine i-
nterpretable. The use of user profiles allows to characterize better the user and in 
such a way the performance of the system can be increased. Furthermore, we have 
proposed a method to dynamically update user profiles that allows adapting them 
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to the changes observed in users’ preferences by mean of fuzzy linguistic match-
ing functions.  

Our plans for future work include the development of an enhanced user profile 
updating process based on web usage analysis and rule discovery techniques, and 
the adaptation of this system to different work contexts such as e-commerce or e-
learning. The application of stereotypes to classify users’ profiles will also be con-
templated. 
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